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1. Questions and Answers Clarification – Addendum No. 1 

The Unified Government of Wyandotte County hereby provides the answers to the questions from 
vendors regarding the RFP R29163-Integrated Body-worn and In-car Camera Solution II. 
 
The Purchasing Division must inform you of the following: 
 
Questions are listed in Black print. 
Answers will be noted in Red print. 
 

1. Can the Unified Government please provide more information about why the previous RFP 
was cancelled? Answer: Please refer to the attached addendum that was released on January 
16, 2019. 

 
 

2. How far did the Unified Government get into evaluation process of the previous RFP before 
its cancellation?  Answer: The Unified Government did not convene the selection committee 
to evaluate any proposals.  

 
 
3.  Did the Unified Government pilot test any solutions from vendors? Answer: The Unified 

Government did not pilot test any solutions from vendors. 
 

 
4. Has the Unified Government’s preference of storage solution changed since the previous 

RFP? Answer:  The Unified Government’s thoughts regarding storage solutions evolved to 
considering all storage solution options that are available by an Offeror. 

 
 

5. Will usage of the existing L3 Mobile Vision Body Worn and In-Car Cameras continue until 
the new solution is completely deployed, or will there be a hard cut-off once a certain milestone 
is reached? Answer: Yes, the L3 Cameras will continue until the new solution is completely 
deployed. 

 
 

6. What is the warranty/contract status of the existing L3 Mobile Vision products? Answer: No 
current warranty/maintenance contract.  

 
 

7. If a proposer can recommend on-premises and Hybrid storage solutions, does the Unified 
Government want a Cost Proposal for each option?  Or will the Unified Government only 
accept pricing for one storage solution? Answer: The Unified Government would accept cost 
proposals for all storage solution recommendations made by an Offeror.  

 
 

8. Is the vendor to provide complete vehicle installation services, or does the Unified 
Government have dedicated fleet personnel that can be trained?  Answer: The Unified 
Government has fleet personnel that can be trained. However, please provide information 
regarding both options.  
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9. Can you please confirm the following quantities are correct for quoting purposes?: 

▪ KSPD 

• 239 body-worn cameras (including one K9 officer) Answer: Yes, 

including sworn officers, animal control officers, and 1 K9 officer 

• 14 body-worn cameras (motorcycles) Answer: Yes. 

• 99 in-car cameras Answer: Yes. 

▪ KS Police Academy 

• 30 body-worn cameras Answer: Please refer to the snippet of the matrix 

displayed below (highlighted in yellow) which is found on page 22 of the 

RFP, line item 5.00, first column titled “Requiring BWC” which shows 

32.  

 

▪ KSFD 

• 10 body-worn cameras Answer: 5 to 10 depending on the yearly re-

occurring cost. 

• 2 in-car cameras Answer: Yes. 

 
10. On page 24, retention periods are provided for the estimated 210,210 hours of video recorded 

per year. For estimation purposes, what percentage of video falls into each specific category 
listed? Answer: Unknown. 
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11. RFP mentions 30 Smartphones are deployed to officers that will be required to wear BWCs. 
Do you plan to fully implement mobile devices and/or would you be open to purchasing 
viewers to maximize Axon Apps? Answer: Dependent upon procured solution. 

 
12. In addition to the provided requirements, are you looking for any policy compliance software 

and/or a software to drive community involvement and streamline community submitted 
digital evidence? Answer: Policy compliance software is not part of the RFP. However, you 
may provide this information as an appendix.  

 
13. RE: Section 9.03, B. solution information, #14.00 - Could the County please clarify whether 

it expects the vendor to convert video files types or moving existing video from the legacy 
system to the new DEMS. If moving video to the new DEMs, how many GB/TB of data 
need to be moved? Answer: The Unified Government is simply posing a question to ascertain 
if an Offeror provides a service to convert legacy video files into their solution.  

 
14. RE: Section 9.03, B. solution information, #14.01 - please clarify if data is to be converted 

from original format to another, or if data is to be migrated to the new evidence system? If 
conversion is necessary which format is the video in? Answer: No.  

 
15. RE: Section 9.03, B. solution information, #14.02 - please clarify conversion requirements in 

more detail. Answer: The Unified Government is simply posing a question to ascertain if an 
Offeror has a conversion tool available for the department’s ongoing use. 

 
16. RE: Section 9.03, D. Implementation, #4.04 - please explain 'data (video) mapping' 

requirement. Answer: Data/video mapping shows how data from one information system 
maps to data/video from another information system. 

 
17. RE: Section 9.03, D. Implementation, #4.05 - please explain 'data (video) cleansing' 

requirement. Answer: Video cleansing is an automated process to purge videos based on 
established retention policies.  

 
18. RE: Section 9.03, D. Implementation, #4.06 - please explain 'data (video) conversion' 

requirement. Answer: Video conversion is the converting of video from one form file to 
another form file. For example, converting a video from a DVD to MP3 format.  

 
19. RE: Section 9.03, E. Core Team and End-User Training, #1.02 - 2.00 - Please define what 

'field level help' is. Answer: Field level help provides end-users with a helpful description for 
any field on all detail. End-Users can view the field level help text by normally hovering over 
the info icon next to the field.  

 
 
20. RE: Section 9.03, E. Core Team and End-User Training, #3.03 - Please give an example of a 

'third-party site'. Answer: The use of the term third-party site in this requirement is referring 
to online end-user training being conducted at a mutually agreed upon third-party website or 
training site. This requirement provides an alternative to conducting end-user training at the 
Offeror’s site or the Unified Government’s site.  

21. RE: Section 9.03, E. Core Team and End-User Training, #5.00 - 5.02 - Please clarify what a 
'user group' represents. Answer: A user group is a group of people with the same interests, 
who use a product.  
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In-Car Solution Specifications 

22. Does the agency require multiple offload methods, ie 4G LTE and/or Wi-Fi offload? Answer: 
Yes. 

 
23. Which video offload method do you prefer (Wi-Fi, 4G/LTE)? Answer: Wi-Fi. 
 
24. How many locations will installation take place at? Answer: One location. 
 
25. Will the vehicles be pooled for installation? Answer: Unknown  
 
26. Will the selected vendor be required to train agency installers? Answer: Yes. 
 
27. If no, do you have an employed or preferred installer? Answer: Non-Applicable. 
 
28. Will the selected vendor be required to install the systems? Answer: At this point, the Unified 

Government will not require the selected vendor to install systems. However, in the future, 
we may evolve to consider a selected vendor to install systems dependent upon the procured 
solution. 

 
29. Does the KCPD & KCFD desire a hardware which will support a plug and play design 

(enabling easy swapping out of units without dismantling car)?  Answer from KCKPD: The 
Police Department is interested in seeing the cost of a plug and play system if available 
included in the proposal.  
 
Answer from KCKFD: The Fire Department is also interested in a plug and play system to 
make swapping out vehicles convenient. However, this ability would not be considered a deal 
breaker; it could be the deciding difference between two similar proposals of equal value and 
ability. The department will like to see a cost of a plug and play system if available included in 
the proposal. 

 
 
30. Does the KCPD & KCFD have a time frame in which they can be without the vehicles (for 

installation) i.e. hours/days/weeks?  
Answer from KCKPD: The Police Department can operate with a vehicle down for a day or 
two.  
 
Answer from KCKFD: The Fire Department can operate with a vehicle down for up to a 
week without causing significant issues.  
 

 
31. Should the vendor be able to provide a wireless microphone have a range of up to 1,000 feet 

and 12+ hours of talk time? Answer: Please specify and provide the options available for your 
wireless microphone.   
 

32. Would a monthly pricing model (monthly payments over time for your system with upgrades 
and a full warranty) vs. a model in which payment for all hardware and system components is 
required up front? Answer: Please provide both pricing models for each solution 
recommended.  
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MDT/MDCs 
33. Are MDTs dedicated to the officer or vehicle? Answer: Vehicle. 
 
34. Do you use NetMotion or another VPN service? Answer: NetMotion.  
 
35. Does the MDT have internet connectivity? Answer: Yes.  
 
36. How do the MDTs currently connect to the internet? Answer: 4G/LTE. 

 
37. Are the MDTs mounted to mobile docks? Answer: Yes. 
 
38. Do the MDTs or docks have an open USB port? Answer: Yes. 
 
39. Do the MDTs or docks have an open Ethernet port? Answer: No. 
 
40. Do the MDTs have 802.11 compatible Wi-Fi cards? Answer from KCKPD: No. 

 
Answer from KCKFD: The Fire Department’s tablets uses (same as KCKPD) have 802.11 
Wi-Fi cards and an unused ethernet port.  

 
41. Do the MDTs run Windows 7 or 10? Answer: Windows 10. 
 
42. Do the MDTs have GPS? Answer: Yes. 
 
43. Who is your wireless data plan provider? Answer: Verizon. 
 
44. Is your 4G/LTE data plan unlimited? Answer: Yes. 

 
45. Is your 4G/LTE data plan throttled? Answer: No. 
 

Network Information 
46. Are your vehicles currently equipped with routers? Answer: In progress. 
 
47. If yes, what type of router is in use? Answer: Cradlepoint. 

 
48. Do you intend to purchase a router from proposer? Answer: At this point, the Unified 

Government does not intend to purchase a router from the proposer. However, in the future, 
we may consider if there is a router that is recommended in conjunction with your solution 
that would open up additional capabilities. 

 
 

Wi-Fi Offload Information - If Applicable 
 
49. Should the proposed solution support configurable offload methods (LTE vs. Wi-Fi) to 

ensure critical footage is uploaded? Answer: Yes. 
 
50. What is the desired recording resolution (480, 720, or 1080)? Answer: 720 or 1080. 
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51. Available internet upload bandwidth - Please provide the exact amount of internet bandwidth 
that will be dedicated to video upload. Answer: 300Mbps-1Gbps. Also, please refer to 
information presented in the RFP, Section 5.03 on page 24 and the Logical Diagram on page 
25 for additional information.  

 
52. How long will a vehicle be parked, allowing it to upload video content? Answer: This varies, 

most common time is 30 minutes. 
 

53. WiFi Overhead - How many other applications will be using the WiFI access points? Answer: 
Unknown. Priority would be set for video. 

 
54. Network Protocol Overhead - Please list the percentage of network chatter expected from 

QoS or other management / security protocols Answer: Unknown-New Wireless 
Infrastructure in progress.  

 
 

Wi-Fi Access Point Information 
55. Locations/addresses desired that Wi-Fi is installed. Please confirm these locations can be 

googled to determine physical environment. Answer: Non-Applicable – Existing 
Infrastructure. 
 

 
56. Have wireless/Wi-Fi surveys been performed? If yes, could the associated wireless surveys be 

shared? Answer: Non-Applicable – Existing Infrastructure. 
 

57. Which side of the location/address are the vehicles parked? Answer: Non-Applicable – 
Existing Infrastructure. 

 
58. Can the City identify ideal locations for Wi-Fi signal to be reachable? Answer: Non-Applicable 

– Existing Infrastructure. 
 

59. What is the average parking distance? Answer: Non-Applicable – Existing Infrastructure. 
 
60. What is the maximum parking distance? Answer from KCKPD: Non-Applicable – Existing 

Infrastructure. 
 
Answer from KCKFD: The Fire Marshal’s vehicle is parked in a lot across from Fire 
Headquarters. The maximum distance to Fire Headquarters where the transferring of video 
would occur is approximately 75 to 100 yards. 
 

61. How far should the signal transmit? Answer: Non-Applicable – Existing Infrastructure. 
 
62. What radio frequency do they intend on using? Answer: Unknown. 
 
63. Are the access points managed by a controller? Answer: Yes. 
 
64. What is the expected maximum amount of vehicles uploading per location? Answer: Six 

vehicles. 
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65. Can the City confirm assumed amount of video captured per vehicle per day? Answer: No. 
 
66. What is the current wireless strategy? 

a. e.g. 3G, 4G, FirstNet Answer: Yes. 
b. Are there routers in each vehicle? Answer: In Progress. 
c. Are there wireless hotspots in each vehicle? Answer: In Progress. 
d. Are there 4G wireless hotspots embedded into MDC/MDTs or tablets? Answer: No. 

 
67. Is there an existing policy regarding split tunneling? Answer: Yes. 
 
68. Question 1, part C in the Section 9.04: RFP Storage Solution Questionnaire asks vendors to 

provide an estimate of the total cost of ownership for the lifecycle of a cloud-based solution. 

Should vendors provide the total cost of ownership for the initial one-year contract term 

only, for a five-year contract term only, or beak down the total cost of ownership for each of 

the five years? Answer: Please breakdown the total cost of ownership for each of the five 

years. 

 
69. Section 9.03: RFP Requirements Final Spreadsheet, Requirement number 14.00 asks if the 

Offeror provides a service to convert legacy video files into the Offeror's video management 

solution. How much legacy video (in GB, TB, or PB) does the Unified Government estimate 

will need to be converted into the new management solution? Answer: The Unified 

Government will not have any legacy video to be converted into the new management 

solution.  

 
70. Section 9.03: RFP Requirements Final Spreadsheet, Requirement number 14.02 asks if the 

conversion tool is a tool that will be available to the departments for ongoing use should 

other items need to be converted. Can the Unified Government clarify if this is the 

conversion tool that would be used to convert legacy video files into the new Offeror’s 

video management solution or another type of conversion tool? Answer: Yes, this 

requirement is referring to the conversion tool that would be used to convert legacy video 

files.   

 
71. How many vehicles with existing In-Car Camera Systems will require removal services of the 

In-Car Camera Systems? Answer: KCKPD has a total of 30 vehicles. However, the Unified 

Government will conduct removal services of the existing In-Car Camera Systems.  

 
72. Would the Unified Government be interested in trading in any of their existing In-Car 

Camera Systems during the initial deployment of this contract? Answer: No. 

 
73. If yes to the question above, how many In-Car Camera Systems would the Unified 

Government be interested in trading in during the initial deployment of this contract? 

Answer: Non-Applicable. 
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74. If applicable, will the Unified Government continue to record video with existing In-Car 

Camera Systems from the previous vendor(s) during the contract term(s) for this RFP? 

Answer: No.  

 
75. Does the Unified Government have a preference of Standard Definition (SD) or High 

Definition (HD) for the In-Car Camera Systems? Answer: High Definition (720/1080). 

 
76. The Phoenix Police Department in Arizona recently included the following requirement in 

their body camera RFP: “The Technology Assets will be free of the rightful claim of any 

third party for or by way of infringement or misappropriation of patent, copyright, trade 

secret, trademark or other rights arising under the laws of the United States” (City of 

Phoenix, RFP 18-056, Section III, page 42). 

Question: Will the Unified Government take the same stance on Intellectual Property 
and patent infringement by including a similar requirement? Answer: The aforementioned 
requirement that you are referring to is included as part of our general indemnification 
language in the Unified Government’s contract. The Unified Government does not include 
that language or requirement within the RFP. If a vendor has a current claim regarding one 
of those issues provided in the above question it is not an automatic disqualifier, but it 
would have to be addressed during contract negotiations if the vendor was selected.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

Request for Proposal Cancellation Notice 
 

 

January 16, 2019 

 

Ref: Cancellation of RFP 28532 “Integrated Body-worn and In-car Camera Solution” 

 

I regret to inform you that the solicitation for RFP 28532 “Integrated Body-worn and In-car 

Camera Solution” has been cancelled. Pursuant to § 29-178 of the Procurement Code of the 

Unified Government of Wyandotte County/ Kansas City, Kansas, the Unified Government may 

cancel an RFP when it is in the best interests of the Unified Government to do so.   

The Solicitation is being cancelled for the following reason(s). 

 

Due to specification changes that were not a part of the solicitation and did not provide for 

consideration of all factors of significance to the Unified Government. The RFP did not include 

specifications that solicited alternative solutions or innovation to cloud based functionality and 

storage.  

 

This RFP will be re-issued at a later date with revised specifications and scope of work. The 

Unified Government will send a notice to you when this occurs. 

 

The Unified Government of Wyandotte County / KCK appreciates and understands firms went 

through great effort in preparing a response for the above-mentioned RFP, and we apologize 

for any inconvenience this may have caused. 

 

Thank you for your participation in this RFP process. 

If you have any questions regarding this notice, please contact me at (913) 573-5440.  

 

 

Sincerely, 

         Sharon Reed 
Sharon Reed 

 

cc: Anthony Miller, Performance Manager 

 Richard Rocha, Buyer RFP File  

 SR/rr 

Department of Procurement 

 & Contract Compliance 
Sharon Reed, Manager 

 

Municipal Office Building 

701 North 7th Street, 6th Floor 

Kansas City, Kansas 66101-3064 

Phone: (913) 573-5440 

sreed@wycokck.org 
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R29163 ADDENDUM No. 1 
Integrated Body-worn and In-car Camera Solution II 

 
 
FAILURE TO SIGN BELOW WILL DISQUALIFY OFFEROR’S PROPOSAL 

 

Please sign and date this amendment and return it, along with your proposal. 
 
NAME/BUSINESS: _________________________________________________________ 
 
ADDRESS: _________________________________________________________________ 
 
MAILING ADDRESS: ________________________________________________________ 
 
CITY: _________________________________ STATE: ___ , ZIP CODE:______________ 
 
PHONE: (    ) -_______________EMAIL ADDRESS_______________________________ 
 
ATTENTION OF: ___________________________________________________________ 
 
TITLE: _____________________________________________________________________ 
 
SIGNED: ___________________________________________________________________ 
 
DATE: _____________________________________________________________________ 
 
All questions should be directed to Purchasing Department 
Richard R. Rocha @ rrrocha@wycokck.org 


